
Component Release Date Feature Module Desc.

Qube! 6.4-0 9/6/2012 Added pyCmdline Python Based Job 

Types

pyCmdline - a python-based implementation of 

cmdline jobtype

Core removal 

dependency check

Core write a registry key upon installation in order to 

provide dependency checking for core removal 

(core will not uninstall if worker or supervisor is 

installed)

Run-time path 

conversion

Core adding back-end run-time path conversion 

feature, and exposing in perl, python, and C++ 

APIs (qbconvertpath())

Improvments to Houdini 

Job Type

Houdini houdini loadOnce jobtype finds the appropriate 

houdini installation at runtime, based off HFS 

and optionally pkg['houdiniVersion'], user no 

longer has to guess at python path on the 

remote worker; add versionPicker controls to 

QubeGUI Houdini submission UI; new multi-line 

syntax for application paths in the job.conf file; 

added scanConfForPaths to backend utils 

module

qbworkerpathmap Python API added qbworkerpathmap() to the C++ API and 

qb.workerpathmap() to the python API.

Migrate failed frames 

on retry

Supervisor added a new job flag 

"migrate_on_frame_retry", which, if set, forces 

a subjob to migrate to another worker if it fails a 

frame, and the frame is set to automatically 

retry (via retrywork).
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Highest user priority Supervisor Added support for 

supervisor_highest_user_priority to the GUI's 

"Local Configuration" dialog, Added 

supervisor_highest_user_priority to the 

qb.conf.template file, Also modified the 

description of supervisor_max_priority in 

qb.conf.template to avoid confusion, and added 

qb.conf setting 

"supervisor_highest_user_priority", which sets 

the highest priority (i.e., smallest numerical 

value) at which an ordinary (non-admin) user 

can submit/modify jobs - Users must be qube 

admin to be able to submit/modify at higher 

priority than this value. The default is 1

Higher max threads Worker and 

Supervisor

upped the default value for 

supervisor_max_threads to 100, and 

worker_max_threads to 32

MySQL passwords Core add support for MySQL passwords to 

qb.query.mysqlConnect

Check/repair database Admin add Admin->Database Check/Repair 

functionality to the GUI

Studio override prefs WranglerView provide a "Studio Overrides Prefs" in the 

QubeGUI which will allow mandated studio-

wide preferences, will override userPrefs, which 

already override the "Studio Defualts Prefs". 

Added support for --studioprefs cmdline option 

and QUBEGUI_STUDIOPREFS environment 

variable.

Specify unix socket on 

Windows

Core specify unix_socket when connecting to MySQL 

server on localhost on non-Windows platforms
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Block until python script Core add another python example script which shows 

a 'block until' type of callback; a job can be 

submitted to run at a certain time of day, if the 

TOD is in the past, it's assumed to be tomorrow

Worker start up offset Worker add a random offset to the startup so that all 

workers don't report at the same time if they've 

started up at the same time.

IP address in banned 

table

Core added ip address column ("address") to the 

banned DB table

Unremove worker can 

use hostname and IP

Core enabled "qbadmin w -unremove <worker>" to 

work with hostname and IP address, in addition 

to the mac address.

Name in banned table Core adding "name" column to the "banned" table

MySQL upper filehandle 

limit to 70,000

Core set upper limit for mysql user filehandles to 

70,000; 'open-files-limit' setting in my.cnf is only 

a suggestion, mysql can auto-determine to a 

larger number, but it's internal max value in 

65535. Setting ulimit upper bound larger than 

64K should prevent mysql from ever running 

out of file handles.

Added dying state WranglerView add support for new 'dying' state into the GUI - 

A new transitional "dying" state for jobs that 

have been ordered to be "killed", but still being 

processed by the system

Increased MySQL max 

allowed packet to 64 

MB

Core increase MySQL max_allowed_packet value 

from default of 1MB to 64MB to decrease 

frequency of "MySQL server has gone away 

(2006)" error messages.

Increased MySQL wait 

timeout value to 36 hrs

Core increase MySQL wait_timeout value from 

default of 8 hours to 36 hours to decrease 

frequency of "MySQL server has gone away 

(2006)" error messages.
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Qube! 6.4-1 12/28/2012 AppFinder submission 

for C4D

AppFinder add new appFinder submission for C4D

Auto-pathing for pyCmd 

job types

Python Based Job 

Types

add support to pyCmd* jobtypes for new "auto-

pathing" feature; can now send jobs to a mixed 

set of workers and find the 3rd-party executable 

on all OS's, not pre-defined in the job's package; 

pyCmdline and pyCmdrange do run-time path 

translation

Automount for desktop 

user mode on Windows

Worker add automount support for desktop user mode 

on Windows; desktop user mode worker to only 

allow automount when "worker_cpus = 1" is set 

explicitly.

QbConfig class maintain 

order

Core modifying QbConfig class to maintain order of 

option (config parameter) addition

Qube! 6.4-2 1/4/2013

Qube! 6.4-3 per OS env variables JobType add support for per-OS environment variables, 

allows for different envVar

values depending on run-time OS

convert_path flag JobType add convert_path flag to *_flags choice lists

"Mayatomr" license 

failure

Mayabatch add "Mayatomr" license failure to MayaBatch 

mentalray job errors regular

expression.

AppFinder jobs as 

JobType

JobType move AppFinder jobs to their own jobtype

QB_CONVERT_PATH in 

simpleCmd

Simple Cmd add QB_CONVERT_PATH() tokens to paths in 

simpleCmds to support runtime

path conversion using the conventional 

qb.convertpath()

AppFinder submission Mayabatch an AppFinder submission UI for Maya 

BatchRenders
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disableOutputCheck 3DS Max added "disableOutputCheck" switch to the 

_3dsmax jobtype

Options sorting WranglerView all options are now sorted alphabetically

AppFinder job type for 

AE & C4D

After Effects & 

Cinema 4D

convert appFinder submissions for AE and C4D 

to use the new appFinder

jobtype

Worker config pane WranglerView only show configuration parameters that are 

related to the worker

Qube! 6.4-3a Passive blocking WranglerView add "passive" blocking behavior to the job 

context menus, shows as "Block

(+ Finish Current)"

Job unblocking WranglerView unblocking a job in the WranglerView will 

unblock all work, follows

the cmdline behavior.

Qube! 6.4-3b AppFinder Jobs use 

QB_CONVERT_PATH

AppFinder appFinder jobs no longer utilize convert_path 

job flag, exclusively

rely on QB_CONVERT_PATH tokens

Follow compiled cmd 

QB_CONVERT_PATH

Simple Cmd follow compiled cmd* convert_path behavior: 

don't automatically add in

QB_CONVERT_PATH tokens if convert_path flag 

is set, don't strip out token at

resubmission

Qube! 6.4-4 3/18/2013 Job priority upper and 

lower limits

Supervisor job priority field now respects 

supervisor_max_priority as upper limit and  

supervisor_highest_user_priority as lower limit 

IF the user does not have the admin privilege

threadControl section Maya, RED, 

3Delight

add threadControl section to maya jobtype 

submission UI, RED redline submission UI, and 

3delight submission UI
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renderThreadControl MayaBatch 

3Delight, Maxwell 

Render, & Nuke

added renderThreadControl section to 

mayaBatch '3delight' submission UI, maxwell 

render submission UI, and nuke cmdline 

submission UI

generic threadControl Mayabatch & 

Cinema4D

generic threadControl section added to the 

mayaBatchRender submission UI, only 

implemented for software renderer (sw), 

mentalray (mr), and vray and to the cmdrange 

cinema4D submission UI

"Install License" menu Admin Administration->"Install License" menu item 

only enabled if on the

running supervisor.

Interrupt only for 

running jobs

Core job context menu item "Interrupt..." is only 

enabled for running jobs

Default threads to 1 RealFlow, C4D, 

and Nuke

set default number of threads to 1 for RealFlow, 

C4D, and Nuke

Qube! 6.4-5 5/3/2013 Configure Local Host 

Changes

Admin Admin->Configure Local Host now creates a 

timestamped backup of the qb.conf file in the 

same location as the original and is now 

disabled on Windows and Linux if not invoked 

by root (linux) or Admin-equivalent (Windows)

Hidden worker view WranglerView Worker view can be hidden as a user preference

Pre-instance destination 

directory

3DS Max add support for specifying the destination 

directory for the pre-instance

copy of the Max scene which is used for 

rendering

New notes field WranglerView add 'notes' field to metaJob panel, shows the 

notes for the pgrp leader

threadControl section AppFinder threadControl section to mayabatch appFinder 

jobtype submission UI

File not found error Cinema 4D add 'file not found' to C4D error strings for 

regex_errors
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Display Running

Config

Admin Admin->Display Config (local) changed to Admin-

>Display Running

Config, shows supervisor and/or worker running 

config if these services are

running locally

"Operation Not 

Permitted" dialog

WranglerView attempting to stop/start the worker or 

supervisor as non-root (linux)

or non-Admin-equivalent (Windows) will raise a 

"Operation Not Permitted" dialog

job id when printing 

errors

WranglerView include job id when printing errors about 

dependency field values like

"Unexpected dependency field item" and "Error 

evaluating dependency info"

Qube! 6.5-0 6/11/2013 Cumulative time 

tracking

ArtistView Handle time cumulative at the job and pgrp 

leader level (behaves the same as progress bars 

re: expanded/collapsed pgrps)

Server side searches ArtistView You can now do server side searches - pulling 

results from beyond the local client's cache

Logical searches ArtistView You can do either simple searches (as before) or 

use search operators, i.e. name:'job name' AND 

user:joe

Clear search history ArtistView There is now a preference to clear search 

history

Customized columns ArtistView Columns can now be customized through 

preferences. Double-clicking a column in the 

display preferences allows for further 

customization

"attribute_map" 

variable

ArtistView Internal classes for job, subjob/instance, hosts, 

and frames/agendas now have a static 

"attribute_map" variable that shows the 

attributes for that type of object and a mapping 

for how to retrieve/display them
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Turn off worker tab ArtistView Workers tab can now be turned on or off 

through preferences

Load plugins ArtistView Plugins can now be set to load or not (on a per-

user basis) through preferences.

pgrp leader's status & 

ico

ArtistView pgrp leader's status & icon reflect those of its 

children when the pgrp is collapsed.

Display Supervisor 

Configuration

WranglerView add "Display Supervisor Configuration" menu 

item to WranglerView -> Admin menu

cumulative time and 

"allocated slots"

WranglerView add cumulative time and "allocated slots" 

columns

Maya In-App installer WranglerView unified Maya In-App installer, installs entire 

Maya->Qube menu, contains: maya, 

mayaBatch, appFinder, jobArchive submitters

In-App submitter WranglerView In-App submitter for AppFinder MayaBatch

Performance chart job 

tags

WranglerView add support for job tags to performance charts

"Job Tags" feature WranglerView add support for new "Job Tags" feature; show, 

shot, seq, client, dept, and custom[1-5].

real-time log parsing 

and progess 

percentages

WranglerView add support for real-time log parsing and 

progess percentages to job instances for non-

agenda-based jobtypes, currently only 

supported by python-based jobtypes

supervisor_default_host

order

WranglerView add new supervisor_default_hostorder 

parameter to supervisor config dialog

worker-side OS-specific 

env variables

WranglerView provide support for worker-side OS-specific 

environment variables (pre-OS 

MAXWELL2_ROOT, etc)

Maxwell's "resume 

rendering"

WranglerView add support for Maxwell's "resume rendering" 

option, implements checkpointing with the '-

trytoresume' flag

3DS Max "TIF Alpha" WranglerView added "TIF Alpha" option to 3dsmax submission.
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Maxwell Coop rendering WranglerView add cross-platform support to Maxwell Coop 

rendering, can use worker_path_map to find 

maxwell/mximerge executables

total images rendered 

column

WranglerView add column to jobList and Frames tab to display 

total images rendered; total includes mulitple 

layers per frame

mximerge simpleCmd 

submission interface

WranglerView adding mximerge (Maxwell) simpleCmd 

submission interface.

Submit Job per Layer WranglerView added "Submit Job per Layer" to Maya->Qube 

menu which allows each render layer to be 

submitted as an individual job, with its own 

frame range, etc.

Python/Perl API access Core add Python/Perl API access to the new 

"timecumulative" subjob and work data

"cumulative time" 

instance and work 

columns

Data Whse add support to the data warehouse for the new 

"cumulative time" instance and work columns

cumulative time in 

"running" state for 

subjobs

Core add tracking of cumulative time spent in the 

"running" state for subjobs (instances) and work 

(agenda items), stored as an additional DB field 

in the Nsubjob and Nwork tables. These values 

are computed by taking the elapsed number of 

seconds since the last start time of the 

instance/work, and then multiplying it by the 

number of actual job slots occupied by the 

instance, as dictated by the "host.processors" 

reservation.

job tags Data Whse add support for job tags to the data warehouse 

schema
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jobinfo function now 

accepts "where" 

Core qb.query module's jobinfo function now accepts 

a "where" argument that will pass through a 

mysql "where" statement (without the "where" 

word). Example: where="name like 'foo' OR user 

like 'foo'"

Python API empty 

objects

Core Python API change: all python classes can now 

be constructed without data. In other words, 

one can create empty objects.

DB conversion scripts Core add DB conversion scripts (to add new subjob 

table columns introduced in 6.5, DB version 32) 

that run when the rpm/pkg/msi supe installer 

runs, to provide forward-compatibility for old 

(pre-6.5) job/subjob data

modified user name and 

group name

Core modified user name and group name 

authentications to be case-insensitve

supervisor_default_host

order

Core add supervisor_default_hostorder parameter to 

qb.conf

advanced worker 

resource reservations

Supervisor advanced worker resource reservations, 

including N-M, N+M and N* reservation 

specifiers, and live tracking of resource 

"allocations" and "slots" (actually allocated 

host.processor value) of running job instances.

QbTableVersion8 Core add new worker DB table schema, 

QbTableVersion8

QB_JOBSLOTS and 

QB_ALLOCATIONS

Core Add QB_JOBSLOTS and QB_ALLOCATIONS 

environment variables to be set, indicating the 

initial jobslot allocation and the more general 

initial resource allocations, respectively, when 

jobs execute.

utility qbtail.py Core New utility qbtail.py in $QBDIR/utils. This is a 

*nix tail-like utility implemented in Python that 

runs on OS X, Linux, and Windows.
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Fields added to job 

object

Core added 

prod_{show,shot,seq,client,dept,custom[1-5]} 

fields to the job object. The C++, Python, and 

Perl APIs have been updated. The qbsub, 

qbjobs, and qbmodify commands and their 

online help text have been updated.

supervisor reread 

qb.conf file feature

Supervisor The qbadmin command has been updated with 

a "-reread" option, to be called as in "qbadmin s 

-reread" to 

instruct the supervisor to reread its qb.conf file 

and update the dynamically modifiable 

parameters

Python API-level 

changes

Python API QBObject is now simply a python dictionary. It 

no longer re-implements any functions and 

qb.updatelocalconfig now uses the subprocess 

module rather than the depricated 

popen2.Popen4.

run-time path 

translation

Core pyCmdline and pyCmdrange do run-time path 

translation

assignJob info Core modified so that worker name and IP print 

when job is accepted by worker, in assignJob()

Qube! 6.5-1 8/29/2013 Worker boot delay Worker added worker_boot_delay to qb.conf.template 

and set to 30 seconds on the Mac, and 0 (i.e., no 

delay) on other platforms. To override the 

default, worker_boot_delay *must* be set in 

the local qb.conf file on each worker-- setting it 

in qbwrk.conf won't work
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Remove orphaned logs Core added --removeOrphanedLogs functionality, will 

delete log directories for jobs no longer present 

in Qube - does not require MySQLdb module, 

but runs faster with it. Will only delete jobs 

where all jobs in the job's pgrp completed more 

than X days ago

Qube! 6.5-2 1/2/2014 Clean up script sanity 

check

Core added additional sanity checks to cleanup script 

to limit the number of log directory deletions to 

a fraction of total jobs in qube; can be 

overridden by option flag

5 Minute dispatcher 

efficiency data refresh

Data Whse create the backfill_fact (supervisor dispatch 

efficiency) dataWarehouse "12-hour" table 

every 5 minutes rather than every 15 to keep 

the chart data more current

Updated default my.cnf 

parameters

Core For all OS's - query_cache_size = 0 and 

thread_cache_size = 16. For Linux only - 

table_open_cache = 2500 and open_files_limit = 

50000

Case sensitivity in 

QbString Replace

Core added 3rd optional parameter to 

QbString::replace(), which specifies the case-

sensitivity, which defaults to TRUE

Exposed Qb admin in 

Python & Perl API's

Python & Perl API exposed the C API routine "qbisadmin()" as 

"qb.isadmin()" in Python API and "qb::isadmin()" 

in Perl API.

GRANT for 

qube_readonly on 

localhost

Core added "GRANT" statement to "GRANT SELECT 

ON *.*" to the qube_readonly user on 

"localhost".

Removed Windows 

installers dependencies

Installer remove dependencies between Windows MSI 

installers, any qube component can be installed 

or uninstalled independent of the others

Qube! 6.5-3 6/5/2014 Existing status Supervisor add support for new 'exiting' status
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Requiring Windows 

privileges

Core Add call to Windows' AdjustTokenPrivileges() to 

explicitly enabled required privileges before 

launching job instance (proxy) process

Negative frame range 

support

Supervisor support negative frame range in QB_* token 

parsing

Qube! 6.6-0 8/7/2014 MXI clean up changes MXI mxi cleanup operation deletes all but the target 

(merged) .mxi, uses a (required) external script

New environment 

variables 

QB_FRAME_STATUS and 

QB_INSTANCE_STATUS

Supervisor added environment variables 

QB_FRAME_STATUS and QB_INSTANCE_STATUS 

to be set just before postflights are run. These 

will be set to the status of the last-processed 

agenda item and instance, respectively, to 

values such as "complete" and "failed".

QB_SYSTEM_EXIT_CODE 

can return system() 

function, when invoked 

via qbsystem()

Supervisor added code to set "QB_SYSTEM_EXIT_CODE" 

environment variable to the return value of the 

"system()" function, when invoked via 

"qbsystem()". This, in particular, should be 

useful when writing postflight programs for 

cmdline or cmdrange backend jobs, to see if the 

last job process ran successfully or not.

New Universal Callbacks Supervisor using supervisor_universal_callback_path 

qb.conf parameter, which defaults to 

$QBDIR/callback; See docs at 

docs.pipelinefx.com

Changes to Windows 

my.cnf

Core modified the default my.cnf file that gets 

created on Windows, which includes getting rid 

of the "skip-grant-tables" option

Case-insensitive regex 

matching

Python Based Job 

Types

regex matches in all python-based jobtypes are 

now case-insensitive
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Space monitoring of 

MySQL datadir

Supervisor Supervisor should check the disk space free for 

MySQL datadir (and log dir if local) on a regular 

basis, mail or log warnings if they're getting full

New SmartShare Supervisor "Smart Share" feature (aka "balanced auto-

expand")

-g/--grep' in qbtail.py Core add '-g/--grep' to qbtail.py, acts like "tail -f <file> 

| grep", supports basic regex syntax

Ubuntu init scripts Core Supervisor and worker init scripts for Ubuntu.

Windows python-based 

load once job types

Python Based Job 

Types

python-based "Load Once" jobs now supported 

on Windows

agendatimeout alias Python & Perl API allow Perl/Python API access to 

"agenda_timeout" value using the symbol 

"agendatimeout" as an alias.

Perl & Python language 

flags

Supervisor add "perl" and "python" to the default 

supervisor_language_flags

AutoWrangling on by 

default

Supervisor add "auto_wrangling" to the default value of 

supervisor_job_flags, to turn ON auto-wrangling 

by default

Admin privilege for 

default users

Core add "admin" privilege to default users, but for 

new installs only

Modify 

supervisor_language_fla

gs on the fly

Supervisor made the supervisor_language_flags 

dynamically modifiable (i.e. "qbadmin s -reread"-

able)

Expanding of qbmodify Core allow "qbmodify" of the following additional 

fields: agenda_timeout, retrysubjob, retrywork, 

retrywork_delay, mailaddress; qbmodify 

command, and the modify() routines in the C++, 

Perl, and Python API were also changed to 

complete this improvement.

stub_optimize disabled 

by default

Supervisor made "stub_optimize" supervisor flag to be 

disabled by default.
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Additional flight check 

support

Python Based Job 

Types

added flight-check support for 

pythonChildBackEnd.py-based jobtypes (i.e., 

pyHoudini and pyNuke)

API flight check support Python & Perl API add flight-check support to Perl and Python APIs 

(accessors for the job object parameters, 

"preflights", "postflights", "agenda_preflights" 

and "agenda_postflights")

New flight check feature Supervisor added flight-check feature, both job-level and 

agenda-level pre- and post-flights that run on 

workers before/after running the actual job 

instance or agenda item; qbjobs to print flight-

check info when "-l" option is given

Failed status for agenda 

pre-flights

Core modified pyCmdrange back-end to handle the 

"failed" status that may be now returned by 

qb.requestwork() when an agenda preflight 

fails.

Script to find corrupt 

jobs

Core add "scripts/find_corrupt_jobs.py" script, which 

finds jobs with corrupt database records (i.e. 

missing sub-tables, such as Nsubjob and Nwork) 

in the supervisor MySQL DB.

Qube! 6.6-1 Installing script fixes Supervisor Linux supervisor install scripts fixes

Qube! 6.6-2 9/18/2014 New Designer license 

type

Core When "designer" licensing is in effect, as 

determined by the "type" field in the license 

file's supervisor section, all worker nodes are 

forced to have worker_cpus (i.e., jobslots) of 1. 

Setting that parameter in the qb.conf or 

qbwrk.conf has no effect.

API support of Designer 

license

Python & Perl API added "designer" or "unlimited" to be included 

in the string returned by the qbping() API call
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Qube! 6.6-3 2/25/2015 Print worker mode at 

start up

Core Added "worker_mode = desktop" or 

"worker_mode = service" to print to the 

workerlog at worker startup

AppFinder support for 

SketchUp batch

SketchUp Add SketchUp batch-render integration as an 

AppFinder job

Qube! 6.6-4 6/20/2015

Qube! 6.7-0 5/13/2015 job 'name' and 

'lastupdate' columns

Supervisor add job "name" and "lastupdate" columns to be 

added at time of job ID creation (available while 

job is still in "registering" state).

New 'Registering' job 

status

Supervisor add support for new 'registering' job status to 

data warehouse and WranglerView

lens' and 'pos' added to 

qb.stdout() and 

qb.stderr()

Python API merged the "len" and "pos" features of 

qb.stdout_len() and qb.stderr_len() functions 

into the original qb.stdout() and qb.stderr() 

functions.

API support for 

'Registering' status

Python & Perl API new job status "registering" for jobs submitted 

with "deferTableCreation" qbsubmit() API 

option; Jobs are initially assigned this status 

when they are submitted with the "defer table 

creation" option enabled in the call to the 

qbsubmit() API routine. A job will be in this 

status until the system finishes creating all DB 

tables for it in the background, which is when 

the job finally comes into being.

Defer DB table creation Supervisor modify supervisor to allow deferring DB table 

creation when handling job submissions, to 

speed up response time to the caller/submitter.
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Full Size for QbLog 

object

Core add "fullsize" to QbLog object, so the full size of 

the stdout/err log file for a job instance is 

always returned on qbstdout/err queries. (and 

consequently on Python API's qb.stdout_len 

and stderr_len calls also).

Launchctl control of 

MySQL on OS X 

Yosemite and up

Core Qube-installed version of MySQL is now stopped 

and started by launchctl, allows for the 

installation of a supervisor on OS X Yosemite 

and later.

Start 3DS Max V-Ray 

DBR jobs and add hosts 

later

3DS Max V-Ray DBR jobs in 3dsMax can now start 

immediately, hosts can join in as they become 

available

Modify job environment Python & C++ API add modify capability for job's "env"; 

qbmodify() C++ API and qb.modify() Python API

Qube! 6.7-1 6/20/2015

Qube! 6.7-2 10/4/2015 Warning message for 

auto mounting drives 

already in use

Supervisor changed ("new") worker behavior when auto-

mount drives are unmountable due to duplicate 

drives; Now, failed attempts to auto-mount a 

drive due to the drive letter already being in use 

will only generate a WARNING message in the 

workerlog, instead of rejecting the job and 

sending it back to the supe as "pending".

10 second default 

worker boot delay in 

service mode

Worker worker_boot_delay defaults to 10 seconds on 

workers running in service mode, on ALL 

platforms.

Interrupt job instance if 

agenda item hasn't 

started

Supervisor agenda-based job instance is immediately 

interrupted, even if the global preemption 

policy is set to passive, if it hasn't started 

processing an agenda item
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Frame environment 

variables added

Supervisor added QB_FRAME_NUMBER, 

QB_FRAME_START, QB_FRAME_END, 

QB_FRAME_STEP, and QB_FRAME_RANGE to be 

defined in the environment just before a frame 

is processed

3rd Party License Server 

Counts

Core a script and modules to sync external 3rd-party 

license server counts with Qube's global 

resources

Qube! 6.7-3 3/10/2016 Convert standard out to 

special encoding

Core add run_program_and_convert_encoding.pl 

script, which is a wrapper to run any given 

program and convert its stdout from and to 

specified encodings (like UTF-16le to UTF-8); 

Added to support 3dsmax batch (i.e., 

"cmdrange") submissions

Modify "done" jobs Supervisor modification now allowed on "done" jobs

Qube! 6.8-0 1/21/2016 Workers cannot be 

newer version than 

Supervisor

Supervisor supervisor now rejects workers that have newer 

major/minor version than itself; Such workers 

will essentially stay in "down" state, or never 

appear in the host list.

New Centralized 

Preferences for job 

submission

ArtistView Basic admin UI for central prefs

Designer jobs host 

processing

Supervisor automatically adjust host.processors of all jobs 

on farms with Designer licensing to 1

Retrying jobs with bad 

login

Supervisor allow "retry" of "badlogin" jobs (attempts to 

change their status to "pending")

File size check on 1st 

five frames

Supervisor only do a file size check on the first 5 frames in a 

chunk
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Component Release Date Feature Module Desc.

Lower samping and 

polling times

Supervisor decrease sampling and polling intervals to allow 

for consecutive fast-running commands to 

complete quicker, cuts down on application 

startup time for some apps

Prototype' arg for 

Python jobs

Python Based Job 

Types

python job classes can take option 'prototype' 

arg in the constructor

Application specific 

bootstraps for Python 

jobs

Python Based Job 

Types

child_bootstrapper for python loadOnce jobs is 

passed in as an argument, allows for application-

specific bootstrappers

Path translation for 

Python job types

Python Based Job 

Types

add path translation to all python-based 

loadOnce jobtypes

New ArtistView Job 

Submission Interface

ArtistView First release of job submission interface in 

ArtistView with support for limited number of 

packages.

Qube! 6.8-1 2/13/2016

Qube! 6.8-2 4/7/2016 Print newly modified 

parameters

Supervisor "modify" operation will print, into the supelog 

and the job's .hst file, the values of the newly 

modified parameters
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